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lands into the eastern interior. They flourish now in Karelia, and
it is the Karelian dialect which has come to be considered the lan-
guage of poetry, though the modern literary tongue is that of the
western towns. The study of ballad variants has proved this move-
ment. One notices also that the scene of action is usually the coast
—the fortress of Viipuri or Viborg, and the province of Hama.
There are cases of ballads which have ascended, in all probability,
from Esthonia. Such a one is Kanieletar 4, a version of the wide-
spread Dives and Lazarus, in which Lazarus is identified as an
Esthonian slave. In Esthonian folk-songs there is emphasis on the
norms established by the coastal towns, especially by Riga. The
contents of such songs show that they belong to peasants and
fishermen; but their inventors insist that the matter has come from
the towns. They insist, moreover, that the matter is German; to
be German is a guarantee of merit:
Folk-songs are no songs for babies,
songs for babes or scolding women,
folk-songs are fine German ditties,
cradle-songs for our young lordlings,
drinking-songs that please the junkers.
(I'ana Kannel, i, 3.)
The great city is Riga, a city of Latvia under the control of German
barons and merchants. These allusions are evidence that the ballad
came to Esthonia from the south-west.
To be more precise, the Germans referred to in the ballads are
4 Saxons'. Such indications accentuate the importance of the pieces
which have international connexions. The Murderess of her Husband
(Vana Kannel^ i. in) belongs to the series of ballads on this crime,
which are current also in Poland and Czechoslovakia. It contains
even the swift set of searching questions which are to be met with
elsewhere. The Bride Murderer (Vana Kannel, i. 109) is more
difficult to place. It resembles the Hallewijn ballads in its "leit-
motif1, but in some of the details it recalls our Edward. Edward is
directly represented in Finland by the modern Bloody Son (Verinen
poika, Arwidsson, ii. 87), a translation from the Swedish. The un-
charitable Relatives (Vana Kannel, i. 103) is a ballad of useless
appeals to relatives for help—on this occasion, for the means of
avoiding conscript service. The tableau is a familiar one in those
ballads which end by the generous sacrifices of a lover; but in this
poem no lover appears, and the recruit leaves bitter legacies to his

